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Operator
Welcome to today’s conference call announcing the business combination of
Electric Last Mile, Inc. and Forum Merger III Corporation. Joining us on the call is
David Boris, Co-Chief Executive Officer of Forum III, and Jim Taylor, Co-Founder and
Chief Executive Officer of Electric Last Mile.
We would first like to remind everyone that this call will contain forward-looking
statements including, but not limited to, statements regarding Electric Last Mile’s
and Forum III’s expectations or predictions of financial and business performance
and conditions, competitive and industry outlook and the timing and completion of
the business combination. Forward-looking statements are inherently subject to
risks, uncertainties, and assumptions and they are not guarantees of performance.
We encourage you to read the press release issued today, the accompanying
presentation, and Forum III’s filings with the SEC for a discussion of the risks that
can affect the business combination, Forum III’s business, and the business of the
combined company after completion of the proposed business combination.
Electric Last Mile and Forum III are under no obligation and expressly disclaim any
obligation to update, alter or otherwise revise any forward-looking statements,
whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except as
required by law.
I’d now like to introduce David Boris.

David Boris, Forum Merger III Corporation
Good morning, and thank you all for joining us. My name is David Boris, and I am
Co-Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer of Forum III. We are very
excited to share with you the details of our proposed business combination with
ELMS, which will bring to market what we believe will be a transformative electric
vehicle company focused exclusively on the commercial segment.
At Forum III, we set out to find a private company with an experienced
management team and a proven market-fit product line in a high growth industry
that would benefit from our investment and strategic support. We believe ELMS
squarely fits these criteria. Upon the closing of the business combination, ELMS will
have in place a product based on a proven and top-selling platform, a U.S. plant
capable of producing 100,000 vehicles per year, and over 30,000 pre-orders.
We are seeing unprecedented demand for delivery vehicles as e-commerce and
last-mile logistics continue to grow in importance. And with the expansion of green
energy and sustainability initiatives, companies from Fortune 500 brands and the
largest fleet operators down to small businesses are looking for the best electric
vehicle to facilitate low-cost delivery. As Jim Taylor will explain in a moment, ELMS’s
line of electric delivery vehicles is expected to have the lowest total cost of
ownership, a state-of-the-art connected data platform, and a disruptive
customization model. For those reasons, we believe ELMS is poised to seize a
meaningful share of a large and growing market for electric delivery vehicles.
With that, I’d now like to introduce Jim Taylor.
Jim Taylor, Electric Last Mile
Thank you David, and thank you everyone for joining us today. We’re very excited
to introduce our company and walk through some of the highlights of the proposed
business combination.
To begin, I co-founded Electric Last Mile, which we refer to as ELMS, with our
chairman, Jason Luo. Jason has an extensive history of leadership in the automotive
industry, including as CEO of Key Safety Systems, Ford China, and Accuride. I had a
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30-year career at General Motors, ending as President of Cadillac and CEO of
Hummer, after which I helped launch the electric truck company Workhorse Group,
where I was Chairman and CEO. We also have a senior leadership team with
tremendous experience in engineering and sales across some of the world’s largest
auto and EV companies. And now we are fortunate to have the support of David
and the team at Forum III.
Our goal at ELMS is to transform the last mile commercial delivery business, and I’d
like to give you a few of the highlights of how we plan to do that. First, e-commerce
continues to change how you and I are receiving goods every day. There is a huge
demand for new solutions, both in the selling of the actual products and services
themselves, and in the delivery to end-users. There are several new entrants in the
delivery space, so let me begin with how we believe our approach differentiates us
from other providers.
One of our biggest competitive advantages is that our first vehicle, the ELMS Urban
Delivery, is scheduled to be available within a year. In fact, we plan to launch a
product that is based on a proven, existing platform developed and sold by Sokon
Group in the Asian market, where there are 30,000 of these electric delivery
vehicles driving 1.5 million miles every day. At the close of the business
combination, ELMS will be an independent, U.S. company traded on the Nasdaq.
We will produce electric vehicles here in the U.S. and have contracts with Sokon
Group to provide us with access to their know-how, parts supply, and field and
service data.
Our crossover product portfolio strategy targets commercial delivery vehicles
spanning from Class 1 to Class 3, which represents over 80% of the last mile market.
We believe our launch product, the Urban Delivery vehicle, will not only be the first
electric vehicle in Class 1, it will also offer the lowest total cost of ownership
compared to all existing competitors.
In addition, ELMS vehicles will be made at a plant in the U.S. that has a 20-year
history of producing high-quality vehicles, is already retrofitted for EV production,
and will be staffed with a highly experienced workforce trained in EVs.
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Together, these factors have already driven a strong demand for our Urban Delivery
vehicle. As of the date of this presentation, we have received more than 30,000
pre-orders, representing over $1 billion in potential revenue.
Let me take a step back and illustrate where we fit into the broader commercial
vehicle market. Over the last few years we have seen a number of new EV entrants
in the Class 3 category – vehicles with a GVW, gross vehicle weight, of 10 to 14
thousand pounds – and in the Class 2 category – vehicles with a GVW from 6-10
thousand pounds.
Currently, there are no electric vehicles in the Class 1 category – GVW of 6 thousand
pounds or less. Our Urban Delivery vehicle is expected to be the first electric
delivery vehicle coming to market in the Class 1 category here in the U.S. Not only
will our vehicle provide a green alternative to purchasers of Class 1 gas vehicles,
but it will also have 35% more carrying volume, a critical part of the value
proposition compared to the Class 1 models. We also anticipate that our price and
volume will allow us to take market share from the Class 2 category of vehicles as
well.
The commercial vehicle industry is a business-to-business market: purchase
decisions are based on value considerations that drive the customer’s bottom line.
An important distinction for ELMS is that we anticipate purchase price parity and a
lower day-to-day operating cost for our Urban Delivery as compared with existing
gas models. Fleet managers historically have had to pay a premium for EV
alternatives and justify the investment over several years. We plan to launch the
Urban Delivery vehicle at approximately $25,000 net of federal tax credits, which
is comparable to Class 1 gas vehicle prices. So for our customers, we expect to lower
their operating costs starting day one.
Since our Class 1 Urban Delivery and larger Class 3 Urban Utility products are based
on vehicles already developed by Sokon Group and on the road in Asia, we expect
to incur relatively low engineering expenses of approximately $70 million to launch
these in the U.S. Our primary engineering task is to meet all U.S. safety and
regulatory requirements, and we believe we have one of the most experienced
teams in the industry to accomplish this.
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Importantly, our supplier base is already established, and we plan to source the
majority of our EV systems and componentry here in the U.S.
Our business plan includes a conservative volume ramp, with approximately 4,000
vehicles expected to be delivered by the fourth quarter of 2021, accelerating to
approximately 19,000 deliveries in 2022, and approximately 35,000 deliveries in
2023.
Our team collectively has decades of experience launching vehicles for global
OEMs, and so while the facility has an annual production capacity of 100,000 units,
we are deliberately conservative in our initial volumes so that we can be laserfocused on quality and, as a new brand, establishing an excellent reputation with
our customers.
Based on our projections which assume conservative market share capture, we
expect to be cash flow positive by the end of 2022, and reach $3 billion in revenue
in 2025.
Now turning to slide 27 of the presentation filed this morning and located on the
Electric Last Mile website under the “Investors” tab, we list some of our current as
well as potential customers. As mentioned, this is very much a business-to-business
market, and therefore the purchasing process differs from retail. On the left are
our main sales channels. These are the fleet managers, dealers and Upfitters who
actually purchase the vehicles. On the right are some of the expected eventual endusers of our products, ranging from shipping and e-commerce companies such as
FedEx to consumer brands such as Ikea and Best Buy’s Geek Squad. The universe of
commercial electric vehicle users extends far beyond delivery customers to include
municipalities, utilities, and telecom companies, who for instance maintain large
fleets of vehicles and are looking to reduce their carbon footprint over time. We
are engaged at all points of the sales chain, from buyers to end users, to ensure
that we understand our customers’ needs and specifications for their individual end
use cases. We have given factory tours and test drives to numerous current and
potential customers, and their reactions have been outstanding.
In addition to our cost-effective and green vehicles, we will also offer our customers
a suite of technology solutions. Data and digital solutions are an essential part of
last mile logistics, which is why we have partnered with industry leader Geotab to
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complement ELMS’ over-the-air data systems to help our customers optimize their
productivity, safety, and sustainability.
We have also designed a unique production approach that will disrupt the
customization and order-to-delivery process, improving efficiency for our
customers. Traditionally, the process of ordering a commercial vehicle involves
multiple parties and steps, from the manufacturer to the upfitter to the dealer, all
of which introduce additional cost and time. By integrating the upfitting and
customization stage into our production process, we expect to deliver vehicles on
average 25% faster than current industry standards, with reduced costs. Further,
we will act as a single point of contact for our customers, enhancing efficiencies for
the end user and giving us greater control over our vehicle quality.
To summarize, we are very excited about the opportunity Electric Last Mile has
ahead of it.
 We expect to have the first electric Class 1 commercial vehicle in the U.S.
market, providing a 35% total cost of ownership reduction vs. current Class
1 Models.
 Our product is based on an existing and proven platform.
 We believe we can scale our business in a capital efficient way and
generate industry leading margins and returns due to prior platform
investment, low cost parts sourcing, and the readiness of the production
facility.
 Customer response has been excellent, and we are seeing significant
commercial demand for our solutions with more than 30,000 pre-orders,
representing over $1 billion of anticipated revenue.
 The anticipated proceeds from the proposed business combination are
expected to sufficiently fund our initial product launches.
Thank you for joining us today. We look forward to speaking with you again.
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